
Allow this guide to support you as you get curious about your own birth. Whether or not you are familiar with 
your birth story, during your pregnancy you may desire to know more about your mother’s experience birthing 
you and her early transition into motherhood. 



We encourage you to invite your mother to share her stories, whether in conversation or in an imaginative 
exercise. Inviting and receiving her experience can be healing for you individually and as a dyad, and the 
experience may even offer you a sense of initiation into your ancestral line of mothers. Her stories can also 
allow you to carry forward any familial birth traditions you value, tend to any birth wounds you discover, or 
consciously shift birth practices that don’t align with what you desire for your birth.



A note: You are bonded with your mother powerfully and for life; what kind of bond you share is as unique as 
the two of you. While we hope your maternal relationship is vital, healthy, and mutually supportive, we know 
experientially that this connection may be tender, strained, or acutely painful. We all carry wounds handed to 
us by our mothers. Please, honor yourself and your relationship by making this guide your own. Release 
yourself from any pressure to ask the questions as they appear, and allow your needs and curiosity to shape 
whatever conversation you decide to pursue.



If your mother has died or is absent, this can be a period where you potently feel her absence. We are sorry 
you must make this journey without her by your side, even if the space between you is chosen or necessary. 
You might find an imaginative exercise supportive, where you imagine yourselves in conversation together, or 
you might be nourished by a conversation with another family member familiar with your birth.


O V E R V I E W

A C T I V I T Y

M y  B i r t h  S t o r y :

M e  +  M y  M o t h e r
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Time

Set aside at least 30 minutes to allow your conversation to wind and flow as memories surface and 
questions arise. You may need more time, or you may need less. Choose a time when you can both be 
unhurried and attentive to one another. 



Space

Depending on your physical and emotional proximity, you might choose an in-person, phone, or email 
conversation. Regardless of the platform, allow yourself a private, comfortable place where you won’t be 
interrupted. Pause your daily tasks and be present.



Materials

Optional candle for ritualizing your conversation.


It can be awkward to begin an intimate conversation. You can choose to simply dive in, or take a moment to 
thank your mom for creating space to share her experience with you. If it feels right, you might light a candle 
to honor the truth of her story and all that she is about to share.

P R E P A R E

B E G I N
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I N V I T E  &  R E C I E V E

Invite your mother to share her experiences by posing some, or all, of the following questions. Edit or embellish 
the questions to suit your curiosities and circumstances. If the amount of questions feels overwhelming, 
consider having a few smaller conversations or prioritize asking the questions that call to you.



Allow your mother to share completely on a topic before you pose any additional questions that have surfaced 
for you, respecting how she frames her sharing and letting her complete each story arc before prompting further 
reflection.



Will you tell me the story of my birth? 




How did my birth alter your life at that time? 




What was your experience of pregnancy? 




What support did you have during pregnancy and labor? 




What support did you have postpartum? 




What expectations did your family or community have for what it meant to be a mother? 




What expectations did you have for yourself as a mother? 




Is there anything you would do differently? 




Did you celebrate or mark your transition in any way? 




Was there anything you had to let go of or grieve? How did you do that?




What are your hopes for the way I am supported in my upcoming birth?
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C L o s e

R e f l e c t  &  E x p l o r e

When your mom is finished sharing, and your questions feel complete, express your gratitude for her 
vulnerability and authenticity. This is a conversation that is rarely invited in our culture, and this may be the first 
time your mother was asked questions about her birth experience. Simply thank her, share a hug, or extinguish 
the candle together to mark the end of this time together. Know that you can return here at any time to further 
your conversation - all you need to do is ask.

Check in with yourself. How are you feeling after receiving your mom’s stories? This might happen immediately 
after your conversation, or you may wait until you can offer yourself a private space to reflect. You might choose 
to journal or draw your responses. When the time is ripe, you might explore:



What surfaced for you as your mother shared her experiences? 



What sensations did you experience in your body?



What feelings were stirred in you?



Which, if any, elements of your mom’s experience might you want to emulate?



Which, if any, elements of your mom’s experience do you want to consciously shift?



Did you uncover any wounds that need tending or grief that needs to be felt? Being gentle and compassionate 
with yourself, name your wounds (or your mother’s) and brainstorm three resources that could support you in 
your healing.
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